



We study a new image device called gigavision camera [1] or the









Gigavision pixel with N=256, T=1.
conventional and a gigavision camera are that the pixels of the
gigavision camera are binary and orders of magnitude smaller. A
gigavision camera can be built using standard memory chip technology,
where each memory bit is designed to be light sensitive. A conventional
gray level image can be obtained from the binary gigavision image by
low‐pass filtering and sampling.
The main advantage of the gigavision camera is that its response is non‐
linear and similar to a logarithmic function, which makes it suitable for
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Gigavision pixel with N=256, T=1
Gigavision pixel with N=256, T=4
Gigavision pixel with N=4096, T=1













Gigavision pixel with N=256, T=4
Gigavision pixel with N=4096, T=1
Figure 3: Response function
of a conventional pixel and a
Figure 4: Estimation error
variance of a conventionalacqu r ng g ynam c range scenes. e arger e num er o nary







gigavision pixel. The quantizer
of the conventional pixel has
N = 256 levels and parameters
= 1 and = 0.25. For the
gigavision pixel the thresholds
are T = 1, and T = 4, and the
oversampling factors are N =
256 , and N = 4096.
 
pixel and a gigavision pixel.
The quantizer of the conven‐
tional pixel has N = 256 levels
and parameters = 1 and =
0.25. For the gigavision pixel
the thresholds are T = 1, and
T = 4, and the oversampling





Figure 1: Simplified architecture of a conventional camera and a








































































Figure 5: Response function
of a gigavision pixel with
threshold T = 1, 15, 30, 45,
60, oversampling factor N =
Figure 6: Estimation error
variance of a gigavision pixel
with threshold T = 1, 15, 30,






Figure 2: Simplified block diagram of a conventional pixel and a
gigavision pixel. For the conventional camera, the incident photons
































multi‐level quantizer. For the gigavision camera, the electrical signal
Si quantized by an one‐bit quantizer with threshold T and the pixel
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Figure 7: Response function
for different thresholds. The
curves are obtained by setting
the exposure time and the
added light in order to cover
the value in the range N×
Figure 8: Estimation variance
for different thresholds. The
curves are obtained by setting
the exposure time and the
added light in order to cover





 ˆ argmax 1 N ccN p p
c  
     
0.02 and N× 0.98. 0.02 and N× 0.98.
Conclusion: low light intensity, smaller T is better; strong light
intensity larger T is better.
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The Gigavision Camera
(a) original image (b) T = 1
(a) Oversampling factor: 100,
number of binary images: 1
(b) Oversampling factor: 200,
number of binary images: 1              
Figure 11: Simulation results
for 1‐D signal
(c) Oversampling factor: 100,
number of binary images: 20
Optimal reconstruction algorithm[4]
(c)  T = 30  (d)  T = 30 
H f b
Figure 9 :Original image and images taken by gigavision
sensor with different thresholds.
Figure 12: Simulation results
for images
(a) Original image









P(bi = 0) = e−fi(g) = e−h
T
i g
P(bi = 1) = 1− e−fi(g) = 1− e−hTi g
bg = argmaxP (b; g)
(b) Oversampling factor 8×8,
1 binary image
(c) Oversampling factor 8×8,
256 binary image
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